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Daily Planner: the Mandalorian, Baby Yoda
In this funny and sweet new book in the bestselling Darth Vader series, Eisner Award–winning author
Jeffrey Brown offers an intimate look at the friendships between best pals in the Star Wars universe, from
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Darth Vader and the Emperor to Leia and her Ewok pals, Han and Chewie, C-3PO and R2-D2, the bounty
hunters, and other favorite characters. Jealousy, birthday parties, lightsaber battles, sharing, intergalactic
rebellion and more all come into play as Brown's charming illustrations and humor irresistibly combine the
adventures of our friends in a galaxy far, far away with everyday events closer to home.

Drawing Dragons
A printed fabric is eye-catching, but when it's paired with the right solid, the result can be truly brilliant. This
how-to book features 16 projects with a contemporary style that exemplify the dynamic partnership of largescale prints and bright solids. With pages of fabulous ideas, all the information needed on integrating fabrics
and even a chapter on quilt making basics, The Modern Mix is a must-have addition to your sewing library.

Happiness Is a Horse
Star Wars - The Mandalorian Wall Calendar: Great Journal Books Gifts for All The Mandalorian will protect
The Child at all costs. This Mandalorian wall calendar Journal To Write In 2020, as well as the first four
months of 2021

The Child 2021 Calendar
Enjoy 16 full-color pull-out posters of everyone's favorite galactic duo, The Mandalorian and The Child!
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These images from season two of the hit series will bring the excitement of Star Wars to your room, your
locker, or anywhere!

Baby Yoda Calendar Monthly Planner 2021
Undated Daily Planner * The Mandalorian & The Child Our popular planner is now available in a new,
undated version! Start any time of year as you fill in the month/dates as you go. It includes 12 months worth
of planning pages and is perfect for helping you organize your busy life. Perfectly sized at 6 x 9 so it is both
portable and practical 154 pages (77 sheets) Monthly spread contains a notes section and is great for keeping
important plans in mind Weekly spread has all 7 days visible (between two pages) with plenty of space to
write your plans for each day Matte finish softcover Printed on high quality 60 lb white paper Designed and
printed in the USA

Darth Vader and Son
Explore recipes inspired by Bungie’s hit franchise in Destiny: The Official Cookbook. Includes an in-game
emblem code only available in the physical edition! Based on Bungie’s acclaimed video game series
Destiny, this official cookbook is filled with recipes inspired by the Guardians and locations seen throughout
the game’s expansive universe. Eva Levante has traveled around the world after the events of the Red War,
gathering a variety of recipes after crossing paths with many Guardians along the way and learning from their
adventures. Craft, mouthwatering food from her diverse list of recipes inspired by the game’s unique world,
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plus step-by-step instructions and full-color photos, help guide and inspire fans to go on their own culinary
adventure through the solar system. Perfect for all Hunters, Titans, and Warlocks, Destiny: The Official
Cookbook is packed with amazing recipes and stories that celebrate Destiny’s vast multiplayer universe.

The Mandalorian Original Novel (Star Wars)
Thomas Kinkade candidly shares his feelings and daily routine as well as his insights in Lightposts for Living.
The book is a sincere gift from the heart, allowing a walk down the path lit by Kinkade's vision of how good
life can be.

Destiny: The Official Cookbook
Features the artwork that helped bring the Star Wars saga to life, featuring pre-production drawings and
paintings from the Original Trilogy, the Prequel Trilogy, the TV shows, and the video games.

Star Wars Be More Vader
Crush and Color: Jason Momoa
They are heroes and villains, Sith and Jedi, senators and scoundrels, mothers, mercenaries, artists, pilots. . . .
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The women of the Star Wars galaxy drive its stories and saga forward at every level. This beautifully
illustrated, fully authorized book profiles 75 fascinating female characters from across films, fiction, comics,
animation, and games. Featuring Leia Organa, Rey, Ahsoka Tano, Iden Versio, Jyn Erso, Rose Tico, Maz
Kanata, and many more, each character is explored through key story beats, fresh insights, and behind-thescenes details by author Amy Ratcliffe. Also showcasing more than 100 all-new illustrations by a dynamic
range of female and non-binary artists, here is an inspiring celebration of the characters that help create a
galaxy far, far away. INCLUDING CHARACTERS FROM SOLO: A STAR WARS STORY AND STAR
WARS: RESISTANCE INCLUDES CHARACTERS VISUALIZED HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME Amy
Ratcliffe is the managing editor of Nerdist and a contributor to StarWars.com, and has written for outlets
such as Star Wars Insider and IGN. She's a host at Star Wars Celebration and cohosts the Lattes with Leia
podcast. When she's not visiting a galaxy far, far away, she lives in Los Angeles, California. Contributing
artists: Alice X. Zhang Amy Beth Christenson Annie Stoll Annie Wu Christina Chung
Cryssy Cheung Eli Baumgartner Elsa Charretier Geneva Bowers Jennifer Aberin Johnson Jen
Bartel Jenny Parks Karen Hallion Little Corvus Sara Alfageeh Sara Kipin Sarah Wilkinson
Viv Tanner & TM LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.

A Song Of Ice And Fire 2021 Calendar
Get lost in the dangerous world of dinosaurs with this Deluxe Junior Novelization based on Season One of
Jurassic World: Camp Cretaceous! Jurassic World: Camp Cretaceous--the exciting new television series on
Netflix--follows a group of six teenagers chosen for a once-in-a-lifetime experience at a new adventure camp
on the opposite side of Isla Nublar--the home of the Jurassic World theme park. But when dinosaurs wreak
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havoc across the island, the campers are stranded. Unable to reach the outside world, they'll need to go from
strangers to friends to family if they're going to survive. This action-packed novelization expands on the
amazing first season of Jurassic World: Camp Cretaceous!

FORTNITE (Official): The Ultimate Locker
Official Baby Yoda Calendar 2021 with Holidays Dates. ★ This Is Perfect Calendar gift for any occasion:
Christmas Gifts Halloween Gifts Veterans Day Gifts Thanksgiving Gifts Birthday Gifts Mother's Day Gifts
Mindful Gifts new year wishes Fill your upcoming Year with 18 months of Awesome Calendar all year round.
★ Features and details: 12 Monthes JAN 2021 to DEC 2021 "8.5x8.5" Inch Cute Glossy Cover Official
Holidays ★Fill your Years with success ! Everyone need to have this Calendar since the first of the year. Give
it to yourself, friends, family and co-worker and have a great year together! For more Beautiful Calendars and
Planners click on Author name to check it out

The Autobiography of Jean-Luc Picard
2021 Star Wars Mandalorian - The Child Baby Yoda Wall Calendar Official Baby Yoda Wall Calendar 2021
① Features - 8.5X8.5 Inch - 18 Months Calendar ( JAN 2021-JUN 2022) - 20 Beautiful Photos of The Child
- Glossy Cover - Official Holidays

Rey and Pals
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Go beyond Star WarsTM The Rise of Skywalker with this definitive guide to the final chapter of the
Skywalker saga, produced in close collaboration with Lucasfilm. Written by Star WarsTM insider Pablo
Hidalgo, this 200-page book is packed with more than 600 images, five stunning original cross-section
artworks, and behind-the-scenes photography in this must-have companion. Uncover the inner workings of
the treadable and the secrets of Rey's Jedi library. Discover the Sith fortress world of Exegol and the treasures
of droidsmith Babu Frik. Examine the brutal weaponry of the Knights of Ren and the ingenious garb of the
Orbak riders. Meet the most notorious criminals of Kijimi and the sociable Aki-Aki on Pasaana. Study the
intricate reforging of Kylo Ren's helmet and the menacing armor of the Sith troopers. With a foreword by
Episode 9 writer, Chris Terrio, Star WarsTM The Rise of Skywalker: The Visual Dictionary is the perfect gift
for Star Wars fans of all ages. & TM 2020 LUCASFILM LTD.

The Child 2021 Wall Calendar
In this funny, uncannily wise portrait of the dynamics of a sixth-grade class and of the greatness that
sometimes comes in unlikely packages, Dwight, a loser, talks to his classmates via an origami finger puppet of
Yoda. If that weren’t strange enough, the puppet is uncannily wise and prescient. Origami Yoda predicts
the date of a pop quiz, guesses who stole the classroom Shakespeare bust, and saves a classmate from
popularity-crushing embarrassment with some well-timed advice. Dwight’s classmate Tommy wonders
how Yoda can be so smart when Dwight himself is so clueless. With contributions from his puzzled
classmates, Tommy assembles this first case file in the blockbuster bestselling Origami Yoda series, written by
Tom Angleberger, author of Star Wars: Return of the Jedi: Beware the Power of the Dark Side, and hailed by
School Library Journal as “honest, funny, and immensely entertaining.” F&P Level: T F&P Genre: RF
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Knock at the Door
This is a 2021 baby yoda calendar with Official Holidays, Very Beautiful calendar gift for Child lovers and
making Successful achievements This year. perfect calendar 2021 to decorite your office desc or your wall.
This calendar are the perfect gift for any occasion: * Christmas Gifts * Halloween Gifts * Veterans Day Gifts *
Thanksgiving Gifts * Birthday Gifts * Mother's Day Gifts * Mindful Gifts * new year wishes * Fill your
upcoming 2021, with 16 months of awesome Child Baby Yoda all year round. Features and details * 16
Monthes SEP 2020 to DEC 2021 * "8.5x8.5" Inch * 16 Awesome Full Color photography * Cute Matte Cover
* Official Holidays Get Yours Now!

Baby Yoda 2021 Wall Calendar
Ideal for Super Mario fans of all ages, this full-color activity book featuring Mario, Luigi, Princess Peach, and
all their friends from the Mushroom Kingdom of the classic Nintendo video game contains more than 800
stickers. Consumable.

Darth Vader and Friends
Now you can color along with the master, Thomas Kinkade, painter of light. And what could be better than
coloring these paintings with the timeless magic of classic Disney stories and their captivating characters? In
this unique coloring book, sixty-three of Thomas Kinkade's Disney Dreams images are presented in color
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across from the black line art of the same image to be colored. Enter the world of the painter of light yourself,
as you create your own renditions of these classic Disney character paintings, including Alice in Wonderland,
Beauty and the Beast, Cinderella, The Lion King, Snow White, and, of course, Mickey and Minnie.

Star Wars The Rise of Skywalker The Visual Dictionary
What if Rey hadn't grown up all alone on dusty planet Jakku, but instead had a galaxy of friends to play with?
New York Times bestselling author of the Darth Vader and Son series Jeffrey Brown returns to the Star Wars
galaxy with a collection of brand-new adventures starring young Rey and Kylo, Finn and Poe, Hux and
Phasma, Rose and BB-8—all under the watch of Luke, General Leia, Han, and Chewie. Whether it's Kylo
trying to use the Force to cheat at Go Fish, Poe bowling with BB-8, or Rey lifting rocks to play hide and seek,
Jeffrey Brown's charmingly hilarious vision will delight Star Wars fans of all ages. & TM Lucasfilm Ltd.
Used Under Authorization

Star Wars: the Mandalorian Season 2 Poster Book
The Autobiography of Jean-Luc Picard tells the story of one of the most celebrated names in Starfleet history.
His extraordinary life and career makes for dramatic reading: court martials, unrequited love, his capture and
torture at the hand of the Cardassians, his assimilation with the Borg and countless other encounters as
captain of the celebrated Starship Enterprise.
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Lightposts for Living
Being able to find joy in someone else’s joy is the secret of happiness. This is why there are so many happy
horse lovers! If you keep, handle, and train horses according to their nature, and approach them with open
eyes and ears as well as an open heart, they communicate very clearly that they feel happy. From the ten-yearold girl to the riding master, they all have something in common: the happiness they are given by these
wonderful animals. In this thoughtful and touching book, professional horse photographer Christiane Slawik
gathers her own thoughts, and those of her horse-loving friends, about the happiness they feel and share
when they are with horses. Slawik’s gorgeous photography showcases the beauty, power, and sensitivity of
horses, making this a moving tribute to their many gifts.

Camp Cretaceous, Volume One: The Deluxe Junior Novelization (Jurassic World: Camp
Cretaceous)
Inspired by the cuisine from the exciting new Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge themed lands at Walt Disney World
and Disneyland, Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge: The Official Black Spire Outpost Cookbook is the ultimate
source for creating out-of-this-world meals and treats from a galaxy far, far away. Join intergalactic gourmet
Strono “Cookie” Tuggs for a mouthwatering journey into the cuisine of Black Spire Outpost and beyond.
From the swamps of Dagobah to the forests of Endor and the deserts of Jakku, chef extraordinaire Strono
“Cookie” Tuggs has traveled countless light-years to compile the galaxy’s most delicious recipes into
this unique volume. With Cookie as your guide, journey to the streets of Black Spire Outpost and discover
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delectable delicacies such as Braised Shaak Roast, Nerf Kebabs, Mustafarian Lava Buns, Huttese Slime Pods,
Spicy Mandalorian Stew, and much more. Featuring seventy recipes—including sides, sauces, soups, breads,
main courses, desserts, and drinks—this comprehensive cookbook is a hyperspace route to the tastiest treats
in the galaxy, bringing a little taste of Black Spire Outpost right into your own home.

Darth Vader and Family Coloring Book
The war rages on in the next installment of the first-ever official YA series based on the megahit Halo video
games!

Baby Yoda 2021 Wall Calendar
2021 Star Wars Mandalorian - The Child Baby Yoda Wall Calendar Official Baby Yoda Wall Calendar 2021
① Features - 8.5X8.5 Inch - 18 Months Calendar ( JAN 2021-JUN 2022) - 20 Beautiful Photos of The Child
- Glossy Cover - Official Holidays

The Mandalorian Star Wars 2020 Wall Calendar
Jeffrey Brown's reimagining of the Star Wars universe has delighted adult fans and young Jedi alike. This new
adult coloring book is equally fun to share, featuring a careful translation of artwork from the bestselling
Darth Vader and Son series to a large-format collection on crisp white paper, plus nine new images to
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color.

Baby Yoda 2021 Calendar
"In easy-to-follow, step-by-step detail, Drawing Dragons teaches you all the tricks and tecniques you'll need
to creat your own amazing dragons"-- P. 4 of cover.

How Happiness Happens
The Strange Case of Origami Yoda (Origami Yoda #1)
Baby Yoda calendar 2021 18 Month Calendar / Baby Yoda calendar 2021 Wall Calendar Interior Details:
Yearly overview of 2021. Monthly overviews, quarterly sorted with best photographs. 18 months on 38 pages
with the best pictures. 8.5*8.5in dimensions, portable size (bag, school, home, work, desc, ) High-quality
softbound cover designed with love. Makes an ideal present for any gift-giving occasion. Perfect gift idea for
birthdays, thanksgiving, family & friends, teachers, co-workers, boss gift, These Calendar Are Great For:
baby yoda soup baby yoda song baby yoda meme baby yoda sticker baby yoda stickers baby yoda art baby
yoda calendar 2021 baby yoda calendar baby yoda wall calendar 2021 star wars baby yoda baby yoda
christmas baby yoda crochet pattern baby yoda art baby yoda gifts Baby Yoda 2021 calendar Baby Yoda 2021
Wall Calendar baby yoda christmas baby yoda figurine baby yoda doll funko baby yoda baby yoda figure
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baby yoda funko baby yoda lego baby yoda costume the mandalorian baby yoda baby yoda crochet yoda
costume baby baby yoda pop mandolorian baby yoda baby yoda dolls baby yoda funkopop baby yoda
picture baby yoda madalorian baby yoda mandalorian baby yoda mandolorian baby yoda merch baby yoda
merchandise baby yoda toys baby yoda plush baby yoda plushie baby yoda toy baby yoda plushy yoda baby
baby yoda mandalorian baby yoda Perfect Gift For: Mother's Day Fathers' Day aster Gifts Christmas Gifts
Stocking Stuffers Secret Santas Gift Baskets Birthday Gifts Retirement Gifts Get Well Soon Gifts Thank You
Gifts

The Disney Dreams Collection Original Art by Thomas Kinkade Coloring Book
What if Darth Vader took an active role in raising his son? What if "Luke, I am your father" was just a stern
admonishment from an annoyed dad? In this hilarious and sweet comic reimagining, Darth Vader is a dad
like any other—except with all the baggage of being the Dark Lord of the Sith. Celebrated artist Jeffrey
Brown's delightful illustrations give classic Star Wars moments a fresh twist, presenting the trials and joys of
parenting through the lens of a galaxy far, far away. Life lessons include lightsaber batting practice, using the
Force to raid the cookie jar, Take Your Child to Work Day on the Death Star ("Er, he looks just like you,
Lord Vader!"), and the special bond shared between any father and son. Plus, this is the fixed-format version,
which looks almost identical to the print edition.

Modern Mix
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Official Baby Yoda Calendar 2021 with Holidays Dates. ★ This Is Perfect Calendar gift for any occasion:
Christmas Gifts Halloween Gifts Veterans Day Gifts Thanksgiving Gifts Birthday Gifts Mother's Day Gifts
Mindful Gifts new year wishes Fill your upcoming Year with 18 months of Awesome Calendar all year round.
★ Features and details: 12 Monthes JAN 2021 to DEC 2021 "8.5x8.5" Inch Cute Glossy Cover Official
Holidays ★Fill your Years with success ! Everyone need to have this Calendar since the first of the year. Give
it to yourself, friends, family and co-worker and have a great year together! For more Beautiful Calendars and
Planners click on Author name to check it out

Crusoe, the Celebrity Dachshund
Official Baby Yoda Calendar 2021 with Holidays Dates. ★ This Is Perfect Calendar gift for any occasion:
Christmas Gifts Halloween Gifts Veterans Day Gifts Thanksgiving Gifts Birthday Gifts Mother's Day Gifts
Mindful Gifts new year wishes Fill your upcoming Year with 18 months of Awesome Calendar all year round.
★ Features and details: 12 Monthes JAN 2021 to DEC 2021 "8.5x8.5" Inch Cute Glossy Cover Official
Holidays ★Fill your Years with success ! Everyone need to have this Calendar since the first of the year. Give
it to yourself, friends, family and co-worker and have a great year together! For more Beautiful Calendars and
Planners click on Author name to check it out

Super Mario Official Sticker Book (Nintendo)
The first original novel set in the world of Star Wars: The Mandalorian.
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The Child 2021 Calendar
What?! You've never heard of Crusoe the celebrity dachshund?! You must be living under a rock! Or at least
that's what Crusoe thinks. He's the self-proclaimed "wiener dog who thinks he's more of a celebrity than he
really is" (until now!). Crusoe is the star of his wildly popular blog of the same name, winner of the 2013
AND 2014 Best Pet Blog Award. That's right two years in a row! Because Crusoe is a talented and ridiculously
photogenic miniature dachshund with a big personality, stunning fashion sense, and an insatiable penchant
for whimsy. Perhaps you know him better by his infamous alter ego, BATDOG? We thought so. This is
Crusoe's New York Times bestselling book debut and he's so excited to share it with all of his adoring fans.
Now everyone can stare lovingly into his big brown eyes and admire his wit and many costumes any time
they choose. Crusoe is certain that his book will make the perfect gift for dog-lovers of all ages. He wants to
be accessible to his fans so you can really get to know the mutt behind the mask, the pooch behind that
signature sexy pout; the pup with a heart of gold. Can't miss Crusoe Features in the Book: The adventures of
BATDOG and Robin Cooking with Crusoe Dr. Crusoe, the Dentist, and Malpractice International travels
with the worldliest of adventure dogs Partners in crime with Crusoe and twin brother Oakley

Star Wars Art: Concept
Move from apprentice to master with assertiveness advice from the Star WarsTM galaxy's most powerful
leaders, including Darth Vader, Palpatine, and Supreme Leader Snoke. Negotiating the workplace can be an
impossible task, especially if that workplace is a towering, all-powerful force intent on taking over the galaxy.
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Whether your day-to-day work involves developing plans to build the Death Star, building a rebellion, or
simply trying to make the printer work, the leaders of the Star Wars universe offer essential guidance on how
to assertively deal with common professional pitfalls. Find out how to get a promotion, beat the competition,
manage difficult employees, and move from intern to CEO with top tips from Star Wars: Be More Vader and
the most powerful villains in the Star Wars movies. The perfect gift for colleagues and friends alike, Star Wars:
Be More Vader is a tongue-in-cheek guide on how to advance your career, featuring favourite moments
from the Star Wars series alongside hilarious advice and iconic, inspirational Star Wars quotes. & TM
2018 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.

The Child 2021 Wall Calendar
Official Baby Yoda Calendar 2021 with Holidays Dates. ★ This Is Perfect Calendar gift for any occasion:
Christmas Gifts Halloween Gifts Veterans Day Gifts Thanksgiving Gifts Birthday Gifts Mother's Day Gifts
Mindful Gifts new year wishes Fill your upcoming Year with 18 months of Awesome Calendar all year round.
★ Features and details: 12 Monthes JAN 2021 to DEC 2021 "8.5x8.5" Inch Cute Glossy Cover Official
Holidays ★Fill your Years with success ! Everyone need to have this Calendar since the first of the year. Give
it to yourself, friends, family and co-worker and have a great year together! For more Beautiful Calendars and
Planners click on Author name to check it out

Baby Yoda 2021 Calendar
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This is the essential resource Fortnite fans have been waiting for--the definitive guide to Fortnite Chapter
One, featuring the authentic Fortnite holographic seal. The Ultimate Locker features all your favorite Outfits,
pets, back bling, harvesting tools, gliders, contrails, and emotes from Seasons 1 to X, jam-packed into a single
book and brought to you exclusively by Epic Games. Arranged season by season and including rarity values,
set information, and fun facts throughout, this is a must-have reference for all Fortnite fans.

Star Wars: Women of the Galaxy
2021 Star Wars Mandalorian - The Child Baby Yoda Wall Calendar Official Baby Yoda Wall Calendar 2021
① Features - 8.5X8.5 Inch - 18 Months Calendar ( JAN 2021-JUN 2022) - 20 Beautiful Photos of The Child
- Glossy Cover - Official Holidays

Halo: Meridian Divide (Battle Born: A Halo Young Adult Novel Series #2)
In this irresistibly funny follow-up to the breakout bestseller Darth Vader and Son, Vader—Sith Lord and
leader of the Galactic Empire—now faces the trials, joys, and mood swings of raising his daughter Leia as she
grows from a sweet little girl into a rebellious teenager. Smart and funny illustrations by artist Jeffrey Brown
give classic Star Wars moments a twist by bringing these iconic family relations together under one roof.
From tea parties to teaching Leia how to fly a TIE fighter, regulating the time she spends talking with friends
via R2-D2's hologram, and making sure Leia doesn’t leave the house wearing only the a skirted metal
bikini, Vader’s parenting skills are put hilariously to the test. Plus, this is the fixed-format version, which
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looks almost identical to the print edition.

Star Wars: Galaxy's Edge
In a world searching for happiness, bestselling author Max Lucado provides a personal plan for a life filled
with lasting and fulfilling joy, supported by Jesus’ teaching and modern research. Do you feel happy? How
long has it been since you felt a level of contagious, infectious, unflappable, unstoppable happiness? Maybe
your answer is, “All the time.” If so, God bless you! (And consider suggesting this book to someone who
needs it.) For many of us the answer is, “Well, it’s been a while. I used to be happy, but then life took its
toll.” Only one-third of Americans surveyed said they were happy. How can this be? Education is accessible
to most. We’ve made advancements in everything from medicine to technology, yet 66 percent of us
can’t find an adequate reason to check the “yes” box on the happiness questionnaire. Worldwide,
people profess that happiness is their most cherished goal. Marketers get this. “Want to be happy?” they
ask. Eat at this restaurant, drive this car, wear this dress. Happiness happens when you lose the weight, get the
date, find the mate, or discover your fate. It’s wide, this way to happiness. Yet, for all its promise, it delivers
a fragile joy; here one day, tomorrow scattered by the winds of comparison, disappointment, or unmet
expectations. Max writes, “There is another option. It requires no credit card, monthly mortgage, or stroke
of fortune. Age and ethnicity aren’t factorsan unexpected door to joy.” In this book Max shares the
unexpected path to a lasting happiness, one that produces reliable joy in any season of life. Based on the
teachings of Jesus and backed by modern research, How Happiness Happens presents a surprising but
practical way of living that will change you from the inside out. Also available in Spanish.
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Vader's Little Princess
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